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ATLAS Liquid Argon CalorimetersATLAS Liquid Argon Calorimeters

  Sampling calorimeters use liquid      
 argon as active medium [1]

  The electromagnetic barrel (EMB)    
 and end-caps (EMEC) have             
 accordion-like structures of lead       
 absorbers allowing fast readout and 
 full azimuthal coverage

  The hadronic end-caps (HEC) use   
 conventional design with parallel      
 copper plates as absorbers

  The forward calorimeters (FCal)         
 consist of a copper/tungsten matrix    
 with liquid argon tiny gaps

  Pseudorapidity regions covered are: 
 EMB: |η| < 1.475
 EMEC:  1.375 <  |η| < 3.2
 HEC: 1.5 < |η| < 3.2
 FCal:  3.1 < | η | < 4.9 

  LAr Calorimeters signals serve as      
 inputs to level-1 trigger (L1Calo)
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LAr Digital Processing Blade (LDPB):
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 LATOMEs (see photo below) for 

reconstruction of transverse 
energy
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 Replace old Trigger Towers with       
Super Cells (SCs) [2]:
 Finer granularity (factor ~10)
 Access to longitudinal shower 

shapes
 Move to digitized samples
 Allows to keep p

T
 thresholds with      

increased luminosity due to better    
electron vs. jet rejection power
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Digital Trigger system, matching 
well with main readout
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good agreement with main readout 
data [3]
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 Successfull participation in Pilot Run
 Data taken with both readout paths 
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